Life Unlimited Friends and Family Meeting
01/05/2022 at 3:00p via Zoom
Attendees: Exec Team, other staff members, families, guardians, service coordinators, etc.
Agenda Topic /
Task
Welcome/ New
CDC
Guidance/Remote
Supports

Owner
Julie E/

Notes
-

Missouri
Independent
Article

Emily R

-

Resurgence of pandemic starting to effect our agency.
We were one of first organizations to mandate vaccines. Majority of staff and individuals are boosted, and
we are doing another incentive for those staff willing to get the booster.
We had an outbreak 5 individuals who attend a workshop, and then their roommates and staff. Along with
the numbers spiking in the community, and amongst staff.
We are fortunate enough to be our own testing site, so when there is an outbreak we test everyone. Which
makes our numbers appear high, but that is due to availability of testing.
The COVID plan is listed on the website. We will be following and updating some guidelines to match the
CDCs recommendation for a healthcare facility in crisis. So updates will be made shortly and sent out.
Please refer to this plan if you have any questions.
With everything going on, we will be following CDC guidelines however there will be more risk of individuals
in the home, or staff in the home who are positive. Luckily most who are getting COVID are just
experiencing mild symptoms due to our vaccination rates, masking and other policies.
Julie T and My Day Program have done an exceptional job, so My Day will continue to stay open until
further notice. We are not looking at lockdown. We are going to focus on Station MD use, and avoiding
large crowds/events.
We are currently in a staffing crisis, with 70 openings. So decisions may be made that are a little out of the
ordinary. Please be flexible and understanding during this time.
Please work with your team if you have any concern regarding the new regulations or new plan that we
push out.
We have setup a remote support demo location. We are going to be sending out an email regarding signing
up to demo this if you are interested in remote supports.
If someone tests positive your team will reach out to discuss options for quarantines, staffing, etc.
16 staff and individuals in 7 homes currently are positive.
COVID updates found here: https://www.lifeunlimitedinc.org/covid-19/
Article featured in the Missouri Independent about Build Back Better and how it effects organizations like
ours.
https://missouriindependent.com/2021/12/21/with-low-wages-missouri-disability-service-providers-urgehigher-reimbursement-rates/

Life Unlimited Friends and Family Meeting
01/05/2022 at 3:00p via Zoom
Visits

Amy T.

-

If you are doing visits:
Please wear KN95 masks, wash hands, sanitize and complete temp logs in the homes.
Coordinate these meetings with the TS or PM in the home.
No new changes for Rec.
For CSO working through CDC Guidance but CSO will continue as is for now.
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